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Under the Muhammadans, the striking of coin was one of the most jealously guarded of royal -^erogativos, and In ages when the printing-press did not exist, the circulation of money was one of the principal means by which the names and attributes of new rulers became known to their subjects. Whenever a town or province was conquered, the victorious king had coins struck there In his own name, with the name of the town as mint. The royal commanders must have carried their mint apparatus along with them and their armiess and In the case of the Mughal rulers this Is borne out by the fact that we have coins struck at the royal Camp3 or y^l In addition to the simple mint-name Urdu, there is Urdu Zafar Qarin, or * the Camp associated with Victory *, and Urdu dar rah I Dakhan, or c the Camp on. the road to the Dakhan'. For convenience I have treated these as three different mints. Urdu dar rah I Dakhan is a mint on a unique rupee of Jahangir in the Lucknow Museum, but the other two Camps are represented here.
The mint-name Urdu occurs on a rupee of Babur in the Museum,. 1 know of no other specimen. This mint Is also found on one or two very rare square coins in both gold and silver, of Akbar, and on the very interesting and unique zodiacal mohar of Jahangir In Mr. H. Nelson Wright's Cablnetj which was published in N. S. /., § 4. The zodiacal sign Is the Ram, the dates are 1086,, 22 E., and the Persian couplet is:
&s
e May the Urdu coin of Jahangir Shah Eemaln current while last the sun and moon/
URDU ZAFAR QARlN
G.         S.	C.
Akbar        1	9	17
The introductory remarks of the Note on Urdu mint have an equal bearing on that of Urdu Zafar Qarm, cthe Camp associated with Victory \ The phrase was coined by Akbar, and Is found on pieces of this emperor In all three metals.

